Case study

Gables, Cambridgeshire
Architect:		
Client:			

CDC Studio
Private Client

Utilising frameless rooflights to accentuate
this highly contemporary home, CDC
Studio have adopted the perfect balance of
imagination and persistence.
Designed as a ‘forever home’ for their retired clients, this
house is accessible, highly contemporary, low energy,
sustainable and secure. Having approached CDC Studio,
to create a home which was not too big for two, but big
enough to accommodate village parties and wider family
coming to stay.
CDC Studio replicated the thatched barn and knitted
into the local community, encapsulation the character of
the village through local crafts and materials of flint, red
brick, timber shutters and estate fencing complimenting
this with the use of zinc to echo the agricultural aesthetic
of the original land use.

Adopting a thoroughly modern approach, the kitchen,
dining and living spaces are open plan to allow for social
gatherings and to provide a smooth flow throughout the
home.
With three Glazing Vision secure by design flat rooflights
along the roofline, natural daylight is allowed to fill the
property and create an open space for the homeowners
to enjoy.
The kitchen sits under a column-free, steel rod hung
mezzanine with acoustic damping which was rigorously
engineered to avoid the reverberating noise. This creates
a sense of enclosure to the kitchen whilst allowing CDC
to achieve the fully flexible family / party space requested
beyond.
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Two Glazing Vision electric Visionvents have been
included to deliver a continual air flow running
through the property and providing a constant
temperature and source of natural daylight into
the entertainment area of the home.
To compliment the contemporary style of this
house, a Glazing Vision Sliding over Roof rooflight
has been installed, whereby the entire section of
glazing retracts out onto the roof space, leaving
open, unimpeded views of the sky above. When
closed, the amount of glass is maximised to
maintain an almost frameless appearance.
The character of the thatched barn is emphasized
by embracing its full height to the ridge, offering
modest but usable guest rooms wrapped in
painted timber boarding.

“CDC Studio have been specifying Glazing Vision
for a number of years and our clients have always
been very pleased with the results. A combination
of standard products and the option to deliver a
bespoke solution means that Glazing Vision cater
for all types of projects and affordability whilst
products are well made and come with the addition
of guarantees.”
Delphine Dryer, Associate Director CDC Studio.

These were identified for immediate family use, the
height helping to overcome their narrow nature on plan,
integrated wardrobes, back panels and pegs for hanging
make them hard working spaces.
A separate master suite spreads into the new volumes
providing dressing, bathroom and a private patio area
which offers the clients a place for quiet retreat when
guests are staying.
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An additional benefit of these Glazing Vision
VisionVent rooflights was that they offered
excellent overall thermal performance with
concealed insulation, as tested and certified by
the British Board of Agrement.

Securing roof access
The single SkyHatch Roof Access rooflight was
specified by the architects to fulfill 2 criteria:
to provide a valuable source of daylight to
the third bedroom, but, more importantly,
it provided a clever, cost effective way of
accessing the roof space. Given the structure
of the roof, a mix of flat central membrane
and a perimeter thatch, and the likelihood of
maintenance and cleaning issues occurring in
future years, RB Studio needed to ensure that
there would be an easy, unobstructed route out

The house boasts its own private ‘Gin and Tonic’ balcony.
The mezzanine space creates a private second sitting
area with a concealed timber stair nestled between
concrete sheer walls to provide access. It is quiet yet
connected to the main space, and commands views
to the west with a fully opening rooflight to let the
outdoors in. A separate guest suite and shower room
afford privacy to occupants and visitors alike.
The extended roofline and orientation provide solar
shading to the solar controlled west facing glazing
with the careful positioning of rooflights to prevent
overheating in the height of summer, plus water runoff is
directed to a salvaged historical water trough which the
clients will use to water the garden.
The linear design is extended into the immediate
landscape with water rills extending out like fingers into
the wider area which over time the clients will begin to
accentuate with their planting.
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This project showed the right combination of
imagination and persistence, creating a home
which not only fits in with the local village heritage
but also manages to stand out and create a ‘wow
factor’ for those which bask in its glory.

“We have recently been impressed with their
ability to comply with the secure by design
requirements which not all companies seem
aware of. We have used the fixed and venting
rooflights on our Stacked house and Y house
and a massive bespoke sliding rooflight on
our Parkhouse which the clients adore.”
Delphine Dryer, Associate Director CDC Studio.

If you would like to discuss design considerations
for an upcoming project, call Glazing Vision on
01379 658 309, make an enquiry on our website,
or book a CPD.
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